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Studying the insect visual system provides important data on the basic neural mechanisms underlying visual processing. As in vertebrates, the
first step in visual processing in insects is through a series of retinotopic neurons. Recent studies on flies have found that these converge onto
assemblies of columnar neurons in the lobula, the axons of which segregate to project to discrete optic glomeruli in the lateral protocerebrum.
This arrangement is much like the fly’s olfactory system, in which afferents target uniquely identifiable olfactory glomeruli. Here, whole-cell
patch recordings show that even though visual primitives are unreliably encoded by single lobula output neurons because of high synaptic noise,
they are reliably encoded by the ensemble of outputs. At a glomerulus, local interneurons reliably code visual primitives, as do projection
neurons conveying information centrally from the glomerulus. These observations demonstrate that in Drosophila, as in other dipterans, optic
glomeruli are involved in further reconstructing the fly’s visual world. Optic glomeruli and antennal lobe glomeruli share the same ancestral
anatomical and functional ground pattern, enabling reliable responses to be extracted from converging sensory inputs.

Introduction
Visual processing allows animals to negotiate their environment
and direct their behaviors. The optic lobes of Drosophila reconstruct salient features of the taxon’s visual ecology by processing
optic flow and distinguishing static features. Although Drosophila
has a less elaborate nervous system than most vertebrates, many
features are shared (Sanes and Zipursky, 2010). Visual processing
in Drosophila involves sequential interactions by stratified networks in the medulla, with retinotopic neurons that supply information to two deeper retinotopic neuropils, the lobula and the
lobula plate. The latter is a tectum-like neuropil in which large
field tangential cells integrate signals from achromatic relays and
respond to the orientation and direction of optic flow (Schnell et
al., 2010). In contrast, the lobula is a cortex-like neuropil (Ramon
y Cajal and Sánchez, 1915) that comprises many palisades of
lobula columnar neurons (LCNs). These are comparable to pyramidal cells of the mammalian striate cortex (Strausfeld, 1970).
The next level of the fly’s visual system is glomerular. Axons from
each palisade of LCNs group into a unique bundle that targets a
unique glomerulus in the brain’s lateral protocerebrum (Strausfeld and Bacon, 1983; Strausfeld and Lee, 1991; Otsuna and Ito,
2006; Strausfeld and Okamura, 2007). This deepest part of the
visual system shares a neural organization with the glomerular
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antennal lobes, composing a network of local interneurons
(LINs) and projection neurons (Strausfeld and Bacon, 1983;
Strausfeld et al., 2007).
Such commonality raises fundamental questions about principles of sensory-system organization. Optic glomeruli, and the
organization of local interneurons within them, are the protocerebral (segmental) homologs of the deutocerebral antennal lobe
(Strausfeld et al., 2007), in which each glomerulus receives converging inputs from olfactory sensory neurons expressing the
same odorant-receptor gene (Gao et al., 2000; Vosshall et al.,
2000). Noisy olfactory signals from receptors are refined through
interactions among glomeruli through local interneurons and are
then relayed to higher centers by projection neurons (Laurent,
2002; Wilson, 2008). Whereas olfactory receptor neurons encode
only one modality, the identities of specific molecular ligands,
compound-eye photoreceptors, encode many submodalities,
such as intensity changes, e-vectors, and spectral properties. Features of the visual world, comparable in their specificity to the
encoding of specific odorants, are not detected at the receptor
level but are reconstructed by subsequent retinotopic layers relaying to palisades of LCNs. There are as many unique palisades
of these neurons as there are optic glomeruli, and organizational
correspondence of optic glomeruli and antennal lobe glomeruli
suggest comparable network organization in which each glomerulus is supplied by a characteristically defined input relaying a
specific sensory feature of the visual or olfactory environment.
To test whether optic glomeruli are indeed functionally comparable to antennal-lobe glomeruli, we focused on LCNs consisting of clones of ⬃40 identical neurons and their postsynaptic
targets. Responses of single lobula output neurons, LINs, and
projection neurons were obtained using whole-cell patch-clamp
recording methods developed for the olfactory system (Wilson
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and Laurent, 2005). Our results provide
the first electrophysiological evidence for
convergent processing in an optic glomerulus. Convergent signals at a glomerulus
are disambiguated at, and enhanced by,
the follower relay neuron. Our data also
show the participation in this convergence by local interneurons associated
with that specific glomerulus.

Materials and Methods
Flies. Flies were raised on standard cornmealagar medium. The experimental flies were 2- to
7-d-old adult female Drosophila melanogaster
of the UAS-mCD8::GFP A307 line or the progeny of crossing GAL4 enhancer-trap lines
NP3045 (Otsuna and Ito, 2006) and NP5092
with UAS-GFP reporter line UAS-GFP S65T.
Single-neuron somata of lobula complex output clones labeled in NP3045 and NP5092 were
targeted for patch-clamp recording (Fig. 1).
Recordings were also obtained from a LIN of
the glomerulus receiving inputs from one
clone in NP5092 and from the major projection neuron [the giant fiber (GF)] associated
with this glomerulus, resolved in the GFP line Figure 1. A, B, Ensembles of complex output LCNs resolved by anti-GFP labeling of the GAL4 lines NP5092 (A) and NP3045 (B). A, Left,
UAS-mCD8::GFP A307.
Hemisection through the brain labeled with anti-␣-tubulin and anti-GFP, showing the ensemble of type Col A LCN neurons in the lobula
Animal preparation. Our animal setup (Fig. with converging axons to its corresponding Col A glomerulus. This lies ventral and medial to a glomerulus receiving terminals of neurons
2) is adapted from that reported by Wilson and with dendrites in both the lobula plate and the lobula (LPL neurons), belonging to the morphological type LPL2CN neurons resolved by
Laurent (2005). Flies were inserted into a hole anti-GFP labeling of the GAL4 line NP5092. An individual recorded and dye-filled neuron of this ensemble is shown in Figure 5A. Right,
located in the center of a square of aluminum Reconstructionof14ofthe24glomeruli,mostofwhichareintheinferiorlateralprotocerebrum(bracketed),eachsuppliedbyanensemble
foil, which was attached to the center of a Petri ofcolumnaroutputneuronsfromthelobulacomplex(lobulaplateandlobula).Thedepthshownhere,fromtheleveloftheFB,is⬃40 m.
dish. The Petri dish was then fastened to a fixed Glomeruli are color coded according to depth and are identified from serial vertical sections of brains labeled by “tricolor” labeling (elavstage underneath an Olympus BX51WI micro- GAL4 ⬎ UAS-DsRed, UAS-n-syb::GFP, UAS-Rdl-HA) to resolve presynaptic and postsynaptic densities, glia, and other aspects of neuropils
scope. A small amount of glue (Super Glue) and their connections (see http://flybrain.iam.u-tokyo.ac.jp/flydb091226/php/flydb/index.php). Two anterior glomeruli, receiving inputs
and wax was used to suspend the fly in the hole. fromtheColAandLPL2CNneurons,lieinfrontofamoreposteriorglomerulussuppliedbyL1CNneurons(seeB).FB,Fan-shapedbodyofthe
The dorsal–ventral axis of the animal’s body central complex; LH, lateral horn; LO, lobula; LOP, lobula plate; ME, medulla; PED, pedunculus of the mushroom body; SP superior protocewas perpendicular to the horizontal plane de- rebrum. Abbreviations and terms follow standard nomenclature for the Drosophila brain. B, Palisade ensemble of the lobula columnar
fined by the foil. The position of the fly’s head outputneuronL1CN,resolvedbyanti-GFPlabelingoftheGAL4lineNP3045.Somata(bracketed),fromwhichpatch-clamprecordingswere
was adjusted to a standard position (⫾ ⬍2 obtained, reside in a uniquely identifiable location above and medial to the lobula upper margin. Left, Columnar neurons after section-bymm) using the coordinate lines on the Petri section image deletion of other profiles expressing GFP. Right, All profiles resolved at this level before removal. Scale bars, 50 m.
dish and the vernier of the microscope stage.
The head capsule of the fly was fixed with its
33.5°/cycle, velocity of 39° or 29.4°/s), moving bars (a black bar on a
posterior plane horizontal. Thus, the back of the head could be bathed in
white background or a white bar on a black background, width of
saline while the eyes in air received unimpeded visual stimuli. The optic
16.7°, velocity of 39°/s or 29.4°/s), and static patterns of square-wave
lobe and/or the protocerebrum of the brain was exposed by removing the
gratings with different orientations (Fig. 2C). The Michelson contrast
posterior head cuticle and then bathing in extracellular saline [103 mM
value of the patterns was 1. Sequences of mixed stimuli patterns were
NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 5 mM N-tris (hydroxymethyl) methyl-2-aminoethaneused as follows: (1) 0.5 Hz flicker (5 s duration); (2) square-wave
sulfonic acid, 26 mM NaHCO3, 1 mM NaH2PO4, 1.5 mM CaCl2, 4 mM MgCl2, 10
grating motion in eight different directions; (3) a single bar moving in
mM trehalose, 10 mM glucose, and 2 mM sucrose, adjusted to 275 mOsm, pH
four different directions; (4) sinusoidal grating motion in four differequilibrated at ⬃7.3 when bubbled with 95% O2/5% CO2] (Wilson and
ent directions (stimuli 2, 3, and 4 were stationary for 1 or 2 s and then
Laurent, 2005). Papain (15 U/ml, Sigma) activated by 1 mM L-cysteine (Sigma)
moved for 2 or 5 s); and (5) an expanding (looming)/retracting square
(GuandO’Dowd,2007)waslocallyappliedabovethesomataoftheGFP-labeled
black block at the center of the LED panels (40°/s). When the recordLCNs or GFs through a blunt glass electrode for ⬃1 min. Then the trachea and
ing was stable, stimuli were repeated an additional one to four times,
sheath above the target area were removed with forceps (FST 5SF), or a sharp
either immediately before moving to the next stimulus pattern or
broken glass electrode, to expose the somata of the labeled neurons. The brain
after cycling through the entire stimulus set. The direction and oriwas continuously perfused with the extracellular saline (95% O2/5% CO2 bubentation of stimuli described in Results refer to the head in its normal
bled) throughout the recording.
position.
Visual stimuli. Visual stimuli were presented through a customized,
Whole-cell patch-clamp recording. The somata of GFP-labeled target
flat, light-emitting diode (LED) arena (Reiser and Dickinson, 2008)
neurons were patched under visual control through an Olympus
composed of 8 ⫻ 7 LED panels. MATLAB 7.9 MathWorks and the
BX51WI microscope with infrared-differential interference contrast opcontroller panel were used to program and execute visual stimuli on
tics. We also made whole-cell patch-clamp recordings of some non-GFP
the LED arena, which was mounted at 45° under the immobilized fly.
neurons in the brain by targeting the somata with interference optics
The long axis of the arena was adjusted to be parallel to the long axis
alone. The solution within the patch-clamp electrode (10 –13 M⍀) conof the fly thorax (Fig. 2 A). The LED arena provided one eye with a 67°
sisted of 140 mM potassium aspartate, 1 mM KCl, 4 mM MgATP, 0.5 mM
(vertical) by 59° (horizontal) visual field (Fig. 2 B). Stimuli included
Na3GTP, 10 mM HEPES, and 1 mM EGTA, pH 7.3 (265 mOsm) (Wilson
full-field flicker, square-wave gratings (spatial frequency of 8.4°/cycle, velocity of 29.4°/s), sinusoidal gratings (spatial frequency of
and Laurent, 2005). Biocytin (0.5%) was added for subsequent identifi-
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Figure 2. Experimental setup. A, The whole-cell patch-recording setup. Flies were inserted into a square of aluminum foil attached to a Petri dish. The dorsal–ventral axis of the animal’s body was
fixed perpendicularly to the horizontal plane defined by the foil. The head of the fly was bent downward until the posterior plane of its head was horizontal. The back of the head was bathed in saline,
and the eyes remained in air to receive visual stimuli from LED panel beneath. B, The subtended visual field was 59° horizontally and 67° vertically. C, Visual stimuli included flicker, three types of
motion pattern, square grating, single bar, and sinusoidal grating, moving in four or eight different directions, and static square gratings at four different orientations.
cation of recorded cells. Voltage was recorded with Spike2 6.0 software
(Cambridge Electronic Design) in current-clamp mode through an Axopatch 200B amplifier (Molecular Devices), low-pass filtered at 5 kHz, and
digitized at 10 kHz with a Power 1401 digitizer (Cambridge Electronic
Design). To subsequently confirm the identity of a recorded cell, only
one cell was patch-clamped in each animal.
Immunohistology and anatomical reconstruction. After recording, the
fly’s brain was dissected and fixed in 4% formaldehyde in PBS for 2 h at
room temperature or overnight at 4°C. After six rinses with PBST (0.5%
Triton X-1000 in PBS) for 15 min each, the brains were blocked with 10%
goat serum for 2 h at room temperature, then incubated with 1:1000
rabbit antibody to GFP (Invitrogen) overnight at 4°C. After six rinses
with PBST for 15 min each, the brains were incubated overnight at 4°C
with 1:1000 goat antibody to rabbit:Cy5 (Invitrogen) to visualize GFPlabeled neurons or 1:1000 streptavidin:Cy3 (Jackson ImmunoResearch)
to visualize the biocytin-filled cells. After six rinses in PBST for 15 min
each, brains were mounted in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories) on a
slide. Images of brains were obtained from a Zeiss AxioPlan2 confocal
microscope with a 40⫻ oil-immersion objective. Stacks (1–2 m slices)
of images were used to reconstruct the anatomy of the recorded neurons
in Adobe Photoshop CS2.
Data analysis. Because electrophysiological records of the lobula output neurons revealed both fast and slow membrane potential fluctuations other than spikes, we used power spectrum analysis to quantify the
activity of the lobula output neurons. Results are reported only for neurons that had input resistance ⬎5 G⍀, which was our threshold criterion
for the goodness of the seal and, therefore, the quality of the electrophysiological recording. Time–frequency analysis was conducted in MATLAB 7.9 (MathWorks) using a program written by author L.M. based on
an algorithm published by Cohen et al. (2009). Time–frequency decomposition was computed through wavelet analysis, by which the recording
was convolved with a set of complex Morlet wavelets, defined as a
2
2
Gaussian-windowed complex sine wave as follows: ei2  tf e⫺t / 共 2  兲 , where t
is time and f is frequency, which ranges from 2 to 80 Hz in 20 logarithmically spaced steps;  defines the width of each frequency band and was
set according to 5/(2f ); and 5 is the number of wavelet cycles that
provides a balance between time and frequency resolution. After convolving the signal with the wavelets, power was defined as the modulus of
the resulting complex signal z(t) (power time series: p(t) ⫽ real[z(t)] 2 ⫹
imag[z(t)] 2). The baseline was defined as the average power in the second
before the beginning of each stimulus. The final power time sequences
were normalized to a decibel scale, 10*log10(response/baseline), which
allows a direct comparison across frequency bands. Furthermore, the
averaged dB power from 2 to 80 Hz through a given time period can be
calculated from the time–frequency analysis. We also used an alternative
method to calculate time-averaged power spectra (see Fig. 6C), which

directly uses the discrete Fourier transform function, fft, in MATLAB 7.9
(MathWorks).
The extracted power data were statistically analyzed to examine
whether these neurons show selective responses to particular visual stimuli. To test the effect of flicker, one-way repeated-measures ANOVA was
conducted using time (time windows a ⬃ e; see Fig. 7B,C) as the sole
factor. If a significant effect of time was found, multiple comparisons
among pairs of time windows (e.g., time windows a vs b, time windows b
vs c) were made using the Holm step-down procedure (Holm, 1979) to
control the overall type I error level. To test the responses of motion
stimuli and static patterns, data were analyzed by two-way repeatedmeasures ANOVA with direction/orientation and time (200 ms before vs
200 ms after the onset of the stimuli) as factors. If significant directionby-time or orientation-by-time interaction effects were found, it indicated that the neurons did respond to the stimuli differently at the
different directions (or orientations). To determine which directions or
orientations caused the power of a neuron’s membrane potential fluctuations to change significantly following the onset of the stimuli, a test of
the simple effect of time was conducted at each direction or orientation.
For all analyses, effects were considered significant at p ⱕ 0.05 and marginally significant at p ⱕ 0.10.

Results
Nerve cell morphologies relate to neural coding
Neurons in the Drosophila brain produce spiking, nonspiking,
and mixed spiking responses to visual stimuli. Figure 3A shows a
neuron responding with tonic spiking to flicker, with its firing rate
increasing in response to decrements of illumination and decreasing
in response to increments. In contrast, the neuron depicted in Figure
3B responds with depolarizing membrane potentials, but not spikes,
in response to intensity decrements. Similar distinctions have been
routinely documented in the fly Phaenicia, in which the smallest
neurons with the thinnest axons conduct information by graded
potentials and larger neurons conduct by action potentials, or mixed
graded and action potentials (Gilbert and Strausfeld, 1992; Douglass
and Strausfeld, 1995, 1996; Okamura and Strausfeld, 2007). An example of a mixed response is shown by the giant vertical motionsensitive (VS) neurons in the lobula plate of Drosophila (Fig. 3C). VS
neurons in larger flies display mixed responses similar to those in
Drosophila (Douglass and Strausfeld, 1996; Joesch et al., 2008; Maimon et al., 2010).
We recorded and anatomically identified different neurons in
the visual system to determine whether these physiological spiking and nonspiking characteristics of individual neurons are cor-
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related with their anatomical features.
Output neurons from the lobula conduct
only by electrotonic transmission; they
show both fast and slow membrane potential fluctuations but never spike, even
when injected with depolarizing current
(Fig. 4 A). These neurons have an axon
length of 80 –90 m, and a diameter of
⬍0.5 m. In contrast, either mixed or exclusively spiking responses are elicited in
neurons that occur as bilateral pairs of
“unique” cells or as very small populations of two to eight identical neurons.
These neurons have axon diameters of at
least 0.5 m and axons ranging from 80 to
410 m in length (Fig. 4 B, C). Descending neurons that extend from the brain
to the thoracic ganglia, and that also occur as pairs, have 500- to 700-m-long
axons, with axon diameters ranging between 1.5 and 3 m. Such neurons conduct by action potentials (Fig. 4 D).
There is a clear association between
anatomical and physiological characteristics of this sample of fly visual interneurons. For example, the short narrow axons
of the LCNs are nonspiking. As reported
by Faisal and Laughlin (2007), such smalldiameter processes are subject to channel
noise, which corrupts spiking transmission. Encoding of visual parameters by Figure 3. Visual stimuli evoke spiking, nonspiking, or mixed responses in different Drosophila neurons. A, A spiking neuron
such thin axons may be less reliant on the showing changes of firing rate to light ON and light OFF. B, A nonspiking neuron showing depolarizing membrane potentials to the
efficiency of signal propagation by single OFF component of flicker. C, A VS neuron showing direction-selective responses to vertical motion stimuli, with both graded
neurons and instead relies on the collab- membrane potential change and action potential spikelets. PD, Preferred direction; ND, null direction.
orative encoding by subsets of neurons
tends a circular area of the visual panorama ⬃30° wide. Together,
that converge onto a common postsynaptic target. This is conthe 40 LPL2CNs, the neighboring cells of which have overlapping
firmed by findings described below.
visual fields, subtend the entire retina of one eye.
Typical of lobula complex output neurons, responses of the
Signal reliability and enhancement at the optic glomerulus
LPL2CN are subtle and, without power-spectrum analysis (see
We focused on two clones of lobula complex columnar neurons:
Materials and Methods), are not clearly resolved from memtype 1 lobula columnar neurons (L1CNs), labeled in the GAL4
brane-potential fluctuations. This typical aspect of LCNs is conline NP3045 (Otsuna and Ito, 2006), and type 2 lobula plate
sidered in greater detail later. Power spectrum analysis of the
lobula columnar neurons (LPL2CNs), labeled in the Gal4 line
LPL2CN (Fig. 5Aii) shows that the neuron usually, but not inNP5092. These neurons target two distinct optic glomeruli (Fig.
variably, responds to a looming stimulus expanding over the ret1 A, B). Axons of LPL2CNs converge with terminals from a third
ina. In contrast, the LIN of the glomerulus in which LPL2CNs
clone, lobula Col A cells (Strausfeld and Hausen, 1977), at the GF
terminate (Fig. 5Bi) shows an unambiguous and rapidly adapting
glomerulus, so-called because its cluster of projection neurons
response to the looming stimulus (Fig. 5Bii). Furthermore, the
includes the GF, first described by Koto et al. (1981). Physiologresponse of the LIN to slow full-field flicker shows that intensity
ical recordings were obtained from the LPL2CN lobula complex
decrements, such as are incurred by a looming dark stimulus,
output neurons, the glomerular LIN associated with the GF
initiate a larger depolarization than do intensity increments (Fig.
glomerulus, and the GF itself.
5Biii). The same looming stimulus also elicits corresponding deThe LPL2CN (Fig. 5Ai) is one of an isomorphic population,
polarization in one of the major projection neurons of this glomwhich has been identified in several dipterous species (Strausfeld
erulus, the GF (Fig. 5C). These findings suggest that although any
and Gilbert, 1992). In Drosophila, the LPL2CN clone comprises
single lobula complex output neuron LPL2CN unreliably en40 identical sibling neurons spaced one to every three retinotopic
codes the looming stimulus, encoding by the LIN involves
columns. Typical of such ensembles, each neuron has a conical
signal averaging, and thus noise reduction, and the encoded
dendritic field extending through the depth of the lobula plate
signal relayed to the GF. In larger species of Diptera, and likely
and is linked by a stout process to a narrow but deep dendritic
in Drosophila, these are integrated with signals representing
field in the lobula. The dendritic processes of the LPL2CN subother sensory modalities (Bacon and Strausfeld, 1986). We
tend an oval configuration of six retinotopic columns from the
propose that encoding of a visual primitive (Marr, 1976) by an
medulla, with each column representing a set of optically coherensemble of lobula complex outputs results in the amplified
ent R1–R6 photoreceptors, each of which has an acceptance angle
of ⬃5°– 6° (Heisenberg and Wolf, 1984). Each LPL2CN thus subLIN response, which is relayed to the projection neurons of the
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independently of visual stimuli (Fig. 6 B),
as might be expected in neurons that receive many synaptic inputs conveying a
range of visual information. Indeed,
L1CN dendritic ensembles in the lobula
are postsynaptic to the terminals of hundreds of retinotopic relay neurons from
the medulla. To test whether the origin of
spontaneous signals is from active presynaptic inputs, TTX (1 M) was applied to
the perfusion saline. Membrane potential
fluctuations decreased substantially, and
the averaged power of fluctuations significantly decreased (Student’s t test, n ⫽ 20;
p ⬍ 0.05) (Fig. 6C). To confirm further
that the nonspiking feature found in the
LCN was not caused by limitations of our
recording technique, we compared voltageclamp and current-clamp recordings from
Kenyon cells of the mushroom bodies and
L1CNs (Fig. 6D,E). Kenyon cells of Drosophila are spiking neurons with 2- to
3-m-diameter somata (Turner et al.,
2008). Action potentials were initiated in
the Kenyon cells when injecting positive
current (Fig. 6Di), and inward active currents were visible in voltage-clamp recordings (Fig. 6Dii). In contrast, no action
potentials or inward active currents were
found in L1CNs (Fig. 6Ei,Eii), under identical physiological conditions, confirming
the nonspiking nature of L1CNs.
Responses of L1CNs to slow
flicker stimuli
Figure 4. Scanning confocal micrographs of nonspiking and spiking neurons show that anatomy correlates with information The electrophysiological responses of
transfer (insets). A, A nonspiking LCN with a terminal in a dorsoanterior optic glomerulus (OG). Axon lengths, 80 –90 m;
L1CNs, like those of LPL2CNs, are best
diameters ⬍0.5 m. B, One of a bilateral pair of uniquely identifiable protocerebral interneurons associated with the fan-shaped
resolved by examining membrane potenbody (FB) of the central complex, showing mixed membrane potential fluctuations and action potentials. Axon lengths, 70 – 80
m; diameters, ⬃0.5 m. C, One of a pair of uniquely identifiable spiking interneurons associated with the FB of the central tial fluctuations using power spectrum
complex and extensions to protocerebral and deutocerebral regions. Axon lengths, 395– 410 m; diameters, 1.0 –1.5 m. D, A analyses. L1CNs comprise an assembly of
spiking descending neuron linking the protocerebrum of the brain (BR) to thoracic ganglia (THG). Axon length, 500 –700 m; 36 – 40 individual L1CNs, the axons of
which project to the same optic glomerudiameters, 1.5–3 m. Scale bars, 20 m. Calibration: A–C, 5 mV/500 ms; D, 10 mV/500 ms. LO, Lobula.
lus. The responses of an individual L1CN
to slow flicker (0.5 Hz) are ambiguous beglomerulus (Fig. 5D). A similar functional organization has
cause they are embedded within a background of synaptic activbeen demonstrated from recordings of the larger fly, Phaenicia
ity, as shown by the four successive recordings in Figure 7Ai. An
sericata, in which a single LPL input to an identified glomeraveraged time–frequency plot of these four recordings (Fig. 7Aii)
ulus was broadly tuned to the orientation of a moving bar,
and their calculated averaged power (2– 80 Hz) (Fig. 7Aiii) show
whereas LINs associated with that glomerulus showed narrow
that, for a single L1CN, low-frequency oscillations mark the retuning, as did the projection neuron from this glomerulus
sponse of the neuron to light ON and light OFF.
(Strausfeld et al., 2007).
However, if sibling neurons encode the same visual primitives, the summed responses from many L1CNs might be exElectrophysiological properties of a single L1CN
pected to show clearer evidence of responses to a defined visual
We next asked, if LCNs singly provide unreliable signals, might
stimulus. This is confirmed by averaging the responses from 33
groups of the same neuronal clone, converging into a glomerulus,
identical L1CNs (Fig. 7B). The averaged responses to the first
provide a more reliable signal, as suggested in the previous seccycle of stimulation show a clear power increase to light ON
tion? To test this, recordings were made from L1CNs, which have
(from Fig. 7Bii, a, b), followed by a decrease ⬃200 ms thereafter
even smaller axon diameters than the LPL2CN described above
(Fig. 7Bii, c). Similarly, a light OFF stimulus initiates a longer
but whose cell bodies are located closer to the surface of the brain
duration power increase for ⬃700 ms (Fig. 7Bii, c, d), followed by
and, therefore, are more accessible for whole-cell patch-clamp
a decrease (Fig. 7Bii, e). Such power changes during the first
recording. Each L1CN of the clone of ⬃40 neurons has an axon
cycles of slow flicker are significant (N ⫽ 33; p ⬍ 0.05), but
diameter ⬍0.5 m (Fig. 6 A). Such neurons show both fast and
subsequent flicker stimulation elicited no further responses, sugslow spontaneous membrane potential fluctuations, seemingly
gesting that L1CNs quickly adapt to the full-field flicker stimuli.
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Figure 5. Neural integration enhances sensitivity to looming stimuli. A–C, Left, Confocal images of recorded neurons. Scale bars, 20 m. Right, Corresponding recordings. Calibration: 2 mV/500 ms. Aii,
PowerspectrumanalysisillustratesthenonspikingLPL2CNrespondingtotheloomingstimuli2and3.Thefirsttraceistherecordingsample.Thetime–frequencyplotinthemiddleshowsthepowerofmembrane
potentialoscillationscalculatedfromtherecordingsampleabove.Thelineplotatthebottomshowsaveragedpowers(2– 80Hz)throughoutthestimuluscalculatedfromthetime–frequencyplotabove.B,The
unambiguousandrapidlyadaptingresponsestoloomingandfull-fieldflickerstimulioftheLINintheGFglomerulus.C,TheGFanditsdepolarizingresponsetoloomingstimuli.AnimageoftheterminalofLPL2CN
(pink) is superimposed on the GF dendrites to indicate their overlap in the GF glomerulus. D, Convergent processing in the optic glomerulus. Left, Montage showing overlap at the same optic glomerulus
[bracketed optic glomerulus (OG)] of the recorded LIN (pink) and the axon terminal of a recorded LPL (green). This species of neuron, LPL2CN, belongs to the class of LPLs characterized by their dendrites in the
lobula(LO)andlobulaplate(LOP).Inset,Enlargementoftherelatedglomerulus.Right,SchematictoillustrateconvergenceofLCNstoanOG.ResponsesoftheLCNsaresummed(⌺)andcarriedbytheLINrelaying
to its cognate projection neuron (PN). PNs of OG receive additional LIN inputs.

Direction and orientation selectivity of L1CNs to moving and
static patterns
Studies of the dipteran P. sericata showed that specific types of
LCNs selectively encode bar orientation and motion (Okamura

and Strausfeld, 2007). We tested responses of individual L1CNs
and subsets of L1CNs to moving bar stimuli, square-wave gratings, and sinusoidal gratings. L1CNs displayed directional selectivity to the oriented motion of a single bar (Fig. 8). Power
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In contrast to the directional selectivity
to the movement of a single bar stimulus,
neither single L1CNs nor averaged subsets
of 28 L1CNs showed significant responses
( p ⬎ 0.05) to a square-wave grating moving in any of eight presented directions
(Fig. 9A). Similarly, a sinusoidal grating
moving in any of four different presented
directions failed to elicit any specific
response (N ⫽ 26; p ⬎ 0.05) (Fig. 9B).
Finally, we examined the orientation selectivity of L1CNs to static square-wave
gratings oriented at four different angles,
at increments of 45°. Recordings from individual L1CNs showed no clear response
to any static pattern. Furthermore, the
power spectrum of the averaged response
of 28 L1CNs 200 ms before and 200 ms
during stimulus presentation also did not
show significant response for static gratings at any specific orientation (N ⫽ 28;
p ⬎ 0.05) (Fig. 9C).

Discussion
Axon diameters and signal reliability
Retinotopic output neurons from the
lobula of Drosophila, which have axon diameters of ⱕ0.5 m, do not transmit action potentials. This is typical of the many
small interneurons in the insect visual system that are arranged as repeat ensembles.
However, mushroom body intrinsic neurons (Kenyon cells) may be an exception
to this because few of them, at any time,
are required to accurately encode odorant
identity through the mechanism of “sparsening” (Wang et al., 2004).
In the dipteran Phormia, relays conFigure 6. The nonspiking nature of a single L1CN labeled in the GAL4 line NP3045. A, A single recorded and biocytin-filled LCN. necting the medulla to the lobula and
Scale bar, 10 m. B, Responses of a single L1CN showing typical nonspiking fast and slow membrane potential fluctuations, which lobula plate have axon diameters of
appear to be unrelated to the visual ON/OFF stimuli. C, Plot showing averaged power fluctuations before and after applying TTX to between 0.5 and 3 m. These neurons
the lobula. Inset, Sample recordings before and after application. Applying TTX reduces both fast and slow membrane potential generally respond with graded potentials
fluctuations. D, E, Current-clamp (Di, Ei) and voltage-clamp (Dii, Eii) recordings from a Kenyon cell (D) and an L1CN cell (E). Action (Douglass and Strausfeld, 1995, 1996,
potentials and inward voltage active currents can be initiated in Kenyon cells but not in L1CN cells.
2003) as do the larger axon diameter (2– 4
m) lamina monopolar cells, which exspectrum analysis shows that a single L1CN has a subtle response
tend from the lamina to the medulla (Autrum et al., 1970; Zettler
to downward motion (270°) of a single bar (Fig. 8 Ai). The averand Järvilehto, 1973). Even the 15-m-diameter axons of “giant”
aged power spectrum of 25 L1CNs to the same stimulus sequence
motion-sensitive neurons in the lobula plate can conduct by
200 ms before and 200 ms after the onset of bar motion for four
graded potentials in addition to spiking responses. However,
different directions reveals that downward (270°) motion indeed
there are some exceptions. In the hoverfly Eristalis tenax, objectinitiates a significant response (Fig. 8 B, C; N ⫽ 25; p ⬍ 0.05). This
detecting neurons relaying from the lobula show clear spiking
shows that although a summed output signal from several L1CNs
responses, as do neurons in Phormia that respond to moving bars
is robust, responses of a single L1CN to visual stimuli are subtle
(Nordström et al., 2006; Okamura and Strausfeld, 2007).
and variable. Additionally, the polar plot (Fig. 8 D) suggests that
Signal reliability is also critical for neurons that occur as single
the preferred direction for L1CNs is ⬃315°. The power spectrum
pairs of uniquely identifiable neurons or as very small populaanalysis does not differentiate the EPSPs and IPSPs. Therefore,
tions in the brain, or small subsets of Kenyon cells, each subset
this result indicates either increased EPSPs or increased IPSPs in
encoding an odorant. In Drosophila, such neurons conduct by
L1CNs at the preferred motion direction and, thus, the increased
spikes or by mixed codes: membrane potential fluctuations and
activities of upstream medulla inputs. Unlike the wide-field tanaction potentials. Examples are the widefield, directional, selecgential cells in the lobula plate, which detect the direction of
tive tangential cells of the lobula plate, which occur either as a
either horizontal or vertical motion, L1CNs showed no evidence
uniquely identifiable set of three horizontal motion-sensitive
of a significant “null” direction, which suggests the upstream
neurons or as 11 uniquely distinct VS neurons that collaborate to
medulla inputs were not significantly inhibited at any motion
direction.
mediate responses to changes in optic flow (Borst and Haag,
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Figure 7. L1CNs respond to slow flicker. A, Responses of a single L1CN. Ai, Membrane potential recordings in four successive trials. Aii, Time–frequency plot showing the power of membrane
potential oscillations during the stimulus, averaged from the four trials shown in Ai. Aiii, Line plot showing averaged powers (2– 80 Hz) throughout the stimulus calculated from the time–frequency
plot of Aii. This L1CN showed weak response to slow flicker. B, Time–frequency plot of averaged response from grouped L1CNs (N ⫽ 33). Letters indicate time windows where the averaged powers
were statistically compared (Bii: a, b, 200 ms; c, 800 ms; d, 700 ms; e, 300 ms). C, Averaged decibel power at various time windows during the stimulus (mean ⫾ SEM). Both light ON and light OFF
initiate significantly increased power of membrane potential fluctuations. *p ⱕ 0.05.

Figure 8. L1CNs respond selectively to a single bar moving in a downward direction. A, Responses to single-bar motion of an individual L1CN. Ai, Sample recordings in four successive trials for each
stimulus direction. Aii, Time–frequency plots during the stimulus averaged from each of the four sets of trials shown in Ai. Aiii, Line plots showing the mean power (2– 80 Hz) change throughout
the stimulus for each stimulus direction. B, Time–frequency plot of averaged responses from grouped LCNs (N ⫽ 25) for each direction. Bii, Line plots show the averaged power (2– 80 Hz) change
throughout the stimulus calculated from the time–frequency plots in Bi. Arrows, Direction of the motion pattern with respect to the head of the fly. C, Mean power during 200 ms before (gray bar)
and after (black bar) motion stimulus onset for different directions (mean ⫾ SEM). Downward (270°) motion initiated a significant response ( p ⱕ 0.05). D, Polar plots of mean power difference
between 200 ms before and after motion stimulus onset for different directions. Gray area, Mean ⫾ SEM; inner dotted line, zero power change.

1996). Neurons with long axons, such as the unique pairs of
interneurons linking the central body with many areas of the
lateral protocerebrum and deutocerebrum or those that carry
data from the brain to thoracic ganglia, also invariably conduct by
spikes.
In contrast to uniquely identifiable pairs or small clones of
neurons belonging to the midbrain, many neurons in the optic

lobes occur as ensembles of identical, clonally related neurons. In
the medulla of Drosophila and other fly species, there are ⬃50
types of retinotopic neurons, spaced one to each retinotopic column (Fischbach and Dittrich, 1989; Bausenwein et al., 1992). In
the lobula, there are ⬃15 different clones of output neurons,
each of which comprises an ensemble of ⬃40 identical neurons
(Otsuna and Ito, 2006). Each neuron of an ensemble subtends
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neurites between their cell bodies and
their main integrative regions. Second, recordings of the smallest retinotopic neurons in the medulla of a larger fly species,
Phaenicia sericata, consistently showed
that they encode data in a nonspiking
fashion, regardless of the location of the
electrode in the neuron (Douglass and
Strausfeld, 2003).
Figure 9. L1CNs do not show significant responses to directional square-wave gratings motion, sinusoidal gratings motion, and
presenting static square-wave gratings. The bar graphs show the mean power in 200 ms before (gray bar) and 200 ms after (black
bar) the beginning of the motion stimuli at different directions or displaying static patterns at the different orientations (mean ⫾
SEM). Arrows, Direction of the motion pattern with respect to the head of the fly. A, Square-wave gratings moving in eight different
directions (N ⫽ 28; p ⬎ 0.05). B, Sinusoidal gratings moving in four different directions (N ⫽ 26; p ⬎ 0.05). C, Static square-wave
gratings at four different orientations (N ⫽ 28; p ⬎ 0.05).

Integration at the optic glomerulus
If an individual output neuron from the
lobula complex can have subtle and variable responses to specific visual stimuli
but the summed responses of a subset of
LCNs belonging to the same clone show a
clearer response, might local interneurons
postsynaptic to their terminals in their relevant optic glomerulus integrate input
signals and unambiguously respond to the
same visual stimuli? Recordings of a LIN
in the GF optic glomerulus complex suggest this is case: the LIN responds unambiguously to a looming stimulus, whereas
the response of the single LPL2CN to the
same stimulus can be resolved only from a
power spectrum analysis. However, as
shown above, when responses of many of
the same type of lobula output neurons
are summed, their collective response is
Figure 10. Schematic comparing central segregation of coded channels to olfactory and optic glomeruli. Olfactory receptor unambiguous.
neurons encoding data about specific ligands segregate to unique olfactory glomeruli, 40 of which are located in the Drosophila
The GF glomerulus receives LPL2CN
deutocerebrum (Laissue et al., 1999). Each genetically defined clone of lobula outputs with dendrites in specific layers of the lobula inputs and contains LIN processes as well
encodes data about specific visual primitives. Axons from each clone segregate to unique optic glomeruli, 18 of which are found in as one major dendritic process of the GF
the Drosophila protocerebrum (Otsuna and Ito, 2006).
(Bacon and Strausfeld, 1986). The GF
glomerulus LIN responds to looming
6 –9 visual sampling units of the retina and has dendrites, and
stimuli and responds to intensity decrements. Looming stimuli
thus receptive fields (Okamura and Strausfeld, 2007), that overactivate the LPL2CN inputs of the GF glomerulus. Responses by
lap with a surround of at least 8 –12 neurons of the same clonal
the LIN are also the same as those that drive the GF. That the LIN
identity (Strausfeld and Hausen, 1977; Strausfeld and Gilbert,
rapidly adapts to looming stimuli whereas GF does not suggests
1992). This anatomical arrangement ensures that 8 –12 neurons
that several LINs are associated with the glomerulus and that
of the same clone view the same part of the visual field.
these may recruit signals from successive groups of activated
In Drosophila, such outputs from the lobula have extremely
LPL2CN afferents. Though it remains to be demonstrated that
thin axons, and these cells conduct by graded potentials. Each
the LPL2CN clone is presynaptic to the LIN and the GF, there is
LCN exhibits significant membrane voltage fluctuations, which
strong evidence in larger dipteran species that the Col A afferents,
likely reflect the many postsynaptic sites from medulla afferents.
which also converge on the GF glomerulus, are directly presynAn important finding of this study was that recordings from
aptic to the GF. For example, electron microscopy studies have
many single L1CNs show that none reliably encodes a visual
shown that in Musca domestica Col A cells establish electrical
primitive, whereas the summed responses of L1CNs show clear
synapses onto the GF (Strausfeld and Bassemir, 1983), and cobalt
responses to defined visual stimuli. Thus, since any ensemble of
is introduced into the GF passes, rather spectacularly, into the
LCNs converges at its unique glomerulus, it is expected that a
entire array of Col A afferents (Strausfeld and Bacon, 1983; Bacon
subset of LCNs will respond to a given visual stimulus and that
and Strausfeld, 1986). Col A cells in P. sericata respond with
the summed responses of this subset would drive postsynaptic
graded potentials to decrements in illumination and to moveneurons of their target glomerulus. In larger dipterans, it has also
ment of edges (Gilbert and Strausfeld, 1992). The convergence of
been shown that different optic glomeruli respond to different
Col A neurons and neurons of the LPL2CN clone at the GF glomvisual primitives (Okamura and Strausfeld, 2007; Strausfeld et al.,
erulus does suggest that there is a more complex control system
2007).
eliciting GF responses than has been hitherto envisaged.
It is conceivable that the weak responses we recorded in individual LCNs is attributed to the long electrotonic distance beEvolutionary considerations: segmental correspondence with
tween soma and axon. However, there are two major reasons to
the olfactory system
reject the idea that these nonspiking characteristics are artifacThe convergence of axons from a clone of optic lobe outputs to an
tual. First, using an identical recording methodology, small spikoptic glomerulus suggests a mechanism that establishes reliable
ing neurons in the midbrain were also shown to have long, thin
downstream responses: one or more local interneurons of the
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glomerulus complex integrate, and average inputs from members
of an isomorphic population of retinotopic relay neurons from
the lobula complex (Fig. 5D). Recordings from the GF glomerulus show that its LIN responds reliably to the same looming stimulus that drives the LPL2CN afferent supply to that glomerulus.
The demonstration that the LIN response is relatively noise free
suggests that one function of LINs is to disambiguate information
carried by afferents to a glomerulus from synaptic noise generated at the dendritic trees within the lobula. Noise-free information could then be relayed by the LIN to the projection neurons of
the glomerulus. These are of two types: premotor descending
neurons such as the GF, which project to the thoracic ganglion;
and relay neurons, which project to higher centers in the brain
such as the dorsal protocerebral lobes (Strausfeld and Okamura,
2007) and their connections to the central complex (Liu et al.,
2006).
This convergence of lobula outputs to uniquely identifiable
optic glomeruli in the brain’s first segment, the protocerebrum, is
comparable to the convergence of olfactory sensory neurons
(OSNs) to antennal lobe glomeruli in the brain’s second segment,
the deutocerebrum (Fig. 10), where each unique glomerulus in
the fly’s antennal lobe is targeted by the axons of a specific set of
OSNs on the antenna, which expresses a particular olfactory receptor protein (Vosshall et al., 2000). In the antennal lobe, noisy
signals from OSNs are refined by local interneurons and then
relayed to higher centers by projection neurons (Laurent, 2002;
Wilson, 2008). The present results provide electrophysiological
evidence that noisy signals in an isomorphic population of lobula
outputs are similarly refined by local interneurons of the optic
glomerular complex. Therefore, reliable responses in an optic
glomerulus are established through convergence and signalaveraging processes.
The present results further support the proposition that the
optic glomerular complex and the antennal lobes are serially homologous neural systems having the same principal anatomical
and functional organization and with the common function of
refining and integrating incoming signals (Strausfeld et al., 2007).
Glomerular organization in the protocerebrum and deutocerebrum reflects a ground pattern that can be identified in every
ganglion of the CNS (Strausfeld, 2012). Throughout, each type of
receptor, representing one or another modality, sends its axon to
a specific domain in the relevant ganglion. These domains—in
some ganglia represented by glomerular volumes, in others by
allantoid or ovoid volumes—are connected by spiking and nonspiking local interneurons that integrate the sensory input and
relay behaviorally meaningful information to central neuropils
and to motor circuits (Burrows, 1996). Such arrangements evolutionarily derive from an ancestral ground pattern seen in archaic arthropods, each segment of which was composed of
identical elements (Strausfeld, 2012). As demonstrated by the
protocerebrum and deutocerebrum, present day insects reflect
this ancestral ground pattern even in the brain, despite each segment having evolved its unique sensory configuration.
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